BOOK REVIEW POLICY

*Medieval Feminist Forum* includes reviews of current scholarship that addresses issues of feminism(s) and gender studies in relation to any of the disciplines of Medieval Studies. Reviewers normally will be faculty or qualified independent scholars who are members of the Society for Medieval Feminist Scholarship. Advisors, mentors, or faculty members of SMFS may suggest graduate students as reviewers of specific works that, in their judgment, the student is qualified to review. Reviewers should situate the material under review within the fields of Medieval Studies and feminist scholarship, and evaluate it from the standpoint of its contribution to understanding women, gender, and feminism(s) from the perspective of Medieval Studies.

Reviews should be approximately 1,000 words. The editors may edit reviews for coherence and length. The review editor may also refuse to accept submissions that violate the standards of professional courtesy.

Reviews are due within 3 months of receipt of the volume, and should be submitted in electronic format, either by e-mail or on disk/CD. If a review is not forthcoming after 3 months, the book is to be returned to the Book Review Editor for reassignment to another reviewer. Qualified persons interested in reviewing books should contact Chris Africa, Book Review Editor. Mail address: 2874 Triple Crown Lane, #10, Iowa City, IA 52240. E-mail: <chris-africa@uiowa.edu>. Phone: (319) 335-5017

Books for review in MFF should be sent directly to: *Medieval Feminist Forum*; c/o Michelle M. Sauer; Department of English; Minot State University; 500 University Avenue West; Minot, ND 58707. Books submitted are not returned, and become the property of MFF. Authors may self-submit.

SUBSIDIA PROPOSALS

Subsidia is the special topics series published occasionally by MFF. The Advisory Board entertains proposals from interested editors, compilers, and/or authors. Please contact the MFF Managing Editor or the SMFS President for more information if you are interested in submitting a proposal.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO MFF

Thank you for making sure that most correspondence arrives at the new address in Minot, ND. This has made updating the subscription database much easier.

In May 2005, the Advisory Board approved an increase in subscription price. While we apologize for this, the rising costs of production and other expenses require this negligible increase. Forms for individuals and institutions are located in the back of the journal.
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